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Increase the productivity of your teams based 
on effective coding guidelines and statistical 
coding analyses for PL/SQL 

PL/SQL CopTM at a glance
The added value of PL/SQL CopTM is about the raise in productivity of your teams based on the automated analysis of 
your PL/SQL codes. PL/SQL CopTM verifi es the abidance of programming guidelines and – moreover – it detects essential 
software metrics which provide indications of the quality of your PL/SQL codes such as the cyclomatic complexity accor-
ding to McCabe or the Halstead metrics. Based on this information you will receive clear statements on the quality of your 
source codes as well as recommendations with regards to quality assuring measures. You can detect faults and undesira-
ble developments at an early stage and thereby shorten your development cycles.

PL/SQL CopTM can be provided to single developers in your environment, integrated into your build 
management tools or it may enlarge your statistical coding analysis tools. PL/SQL CopTM is based 
upon our Trivadis PL/SQL & SQL Coding Guidelines which you can download from our website or 
via this QR code free of charge.

Integration into SQL Developer
Increase the added value of your team by using a seamless integration into SQL 
Developer. This extension of SQL Developer verifi es the content of the editor 
window on a mouse click or the use of keyboard shortcuts while developing. 
All results are presented in tabs which 

 reveal offenses against guidelines and allow navigating onto the 
 respective code positions

 show further information in a full report which can be used outside 
 IDE also

Command line interface
Create added value by integrating into your automated processes for quality 
management. If required you can execute PL/SQL CopTM outside your develo-
ping environment via the command line interface or integrate it into automated 
processes likewise.

 All functions can be operated via parameters

 Create reports in the formats of XML, HTML or Excel



SonarQubeTM Plugin
Raise the added value by using PL/SQL CopTM and SonarQube. With the So-
narQube-Plugin for PL/SQL CopTM you can integrate into existing environments 
for statistical coding analysis of possibly multilingual projects and into build 
management tools such as Apache Maven, Apache Ant or TFS in a comfor-
table way.

 Offenses against guidelines will be displayed in the SonarQube 
 dashboards

 PL/SQL coding metrics are implemented in SonarQube reports and 
 SonarQube dashboards

 All PL/SQL Cop results can be exported
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Certifi cation
As an ISO 20000-certifi ed company, we guarantee the quality and reliability
of our outstanding services in accordance with international standards.
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